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WELCOME
Welcome to our ‘BrightSpark’
newsletter - a way for us to let
you know what’s happening in our
business; to alert you to changes
within the electrical industry;
showcase new electrical products
that can save time and money;
showcase some of the interesting
projects we’ve recently completed as
well as introducing you to our team.

SHOWCASE

ERIN ROPERS MORRINSVILLE HOME

We’d love your feedback on the
content of the newsletter - email:
office@aceelectrical.net.nz - and go
into the draw to WIN a bottle
of wine.
OPENING HOURS
Mon - Fri 8.30am - 4pm, and we are
on-call 24/7
We always have a team member
on-call to sort out those little
electrical issues that might pop
up, there is of course a callout fee
for this service please check when
ringing.
So if you need an Electrician over the
weekend please don’t hesitate to call
Ace Electrical 0800 889 612 and we
will be there!
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Erin brought her land in 2013 and was
designed by Erin herself and drawn up
architecturally with the great help of
Andrea Mead of Te Aroha.
The build got going in April 2014, the idea
behind the design was mainly from her home
in Cambridge, and bits from other homes
she has owned over the years. Erin wanted it
to be very open planned. Andrea was great
she understood me and where I was coming
from. This was the first time in her life she
could have what she wanted and not have to
consider other people.
It took 8 months until she could move in but
there is, as always still lots to do. With 2 acres
of land she has lots of time now to get her
gardens done.
With curved walls put in the kitchen and
small lounge, to the added touches of metal
work, including a mantel piece, plant and toilet
roll holder kindly made for by Morrinsville
Engineering. This lovely home has many things
to capture your attention.
She has a lovely Salt Water pool which has
been a godsend for the summer. The pool also
has night lights which change colour regularly
which is a great feature when guests

are there. To the lovely gardens that surround
the pool which are now starting to come away.
The entertaining area is fabulous and if you
drive past at night you can see the pool wall
illuminated by lights.
As you can see from some of the photos it’s a
stunning place to look at, let alone live in.
The electrical work was all done by Ace
Electrical Services, Erin found working with
Ace Electrical very easy and Richard was
happy to help with advice on lighting and
where to have lights. “They were always there
when I rang and ask them to be and never
held me up at all”. Erin was impressed with
their professionalism and the staff members
were always cleaning up after themselves.

MEET THE TEAM

WHY SOLAR POWER?

INTRODUCING

RICHARD O’NEIL
ELECTRICIAN

Richard has worked for Ace
Electrical for nearly 10 year now.
His interests are Fishing, duck
shooting and snooker and pool.
Which he does very well at all of
these things recently he caught
a 204.30KG Blue Marlin out of
Whitianga it took him just 40
minutes to get it in. Not too bad
for his first time.
Richard is known to many by his
nickname ROO, which he had well
before he came to work for Ace
Electrical, on asking him how he got
this I have found out that its nothing
sinister at all just his initials.
Roo also enjoys a few drinks with
his mates and can often be found
at the T & C Club on the hill
after a snooker or pool game or
tournament enjoying a few beers.
A first time as a
dad, his partner
Rachel Arnold
gave birth in
September to a
gorgeous little
girl, Lila. She
looks a little
like Richard but
thankfully mostly
Rachel.

You have probably noticed the considerable
attention solar power has been getting in
the media recently. The solar industry is
growing at a rapid rate – 400% faster than the
government predictions in the last 12 months.
There are now many thousands of New
Zealand homes powering their lives with solar.
The reason is very simple and straightforward:
Solar makes you money!
We all love to live with electricity and it is
fair to say electricity is a major contributor
to the incredible advances we have seen in
technology and living conditions over the
last hundred years. Few people however
consider the economic impact monthly power
bills make to our financial position over the
medium to long term. Take a typical small
house with a power bill averaging around
$160 per month. Now most people can come
up with $160. It hurts to pay it but it doesn’t
seem excessive at face value. That is until you
realise that $160 is actually $1,820 per year, or
$18,200 over the next ten years that you are
going to spend on power and that assumes
power prices stay the same but we all know
that is not the case (power prices increased
on average 118% between 2002 and 2012)!
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Availability
Your job
- now for
is the right
emergencies, or
size for us - no
when you need us job is too big,
small or ugly
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In a lifetime we are condemned by the power
companies to spend hundreds of thousands of
dollars in power. Imagine now how excessive
the figures a $200 monthly bill represents, or
$300!
Enter solar. With a modest upfront cost a
household can make drastic differences to
their monthly power spend and the savings
are immediate. From the very first month with
a solar system you have more money in your
pocket and these savings are every month –
effectively forever. With outstanding warranty
protection your investment is secure, it’s a
very easy and painless process, and it makes
you money!
Ace Electrical is committed to providing
outstanding service to our customers and
will install your system to the highest quality
standard. We have a wide range of systems
to suit every home and budget. The sun hits
your roof every day with free energy. See how
you can profit from this. Call us today for a
free, no obligation quote and let us show you
how much extra money you could be enjoying
every month!

On time,
every
time - and we’ll
guarantee that.

FOR FAST SERVICE CALL NOW
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Your complete electrician specialists
including Rural, Domestic and
Commercial maintenance and electrical
construction.
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Multiple solutions - something to suit
your budget.

0800 889 612

